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The dynamical behavior of a kind of models with hierarchically constrained dynamics is investigated. The
models exhibit many properties resembling real structural glasses. In particular, we focus on the study of
time-dependent temperature processes. In cooling processes, a phenomenon analogous to the laboratory glass
transition appears. The residual properties are analytically evaluated, and the concept of fictive temperature is
discussed on a physical basis. The evolution of the system in heating processes is governed by the existence of
a normal solution of the evolution equations, which is approached by all the other solutions. This trend of the
system is directly related to the glassy hysteresis effects shown by these systems. The existence of the normal
solution is not restricted to the linear regime around equilibrium, but it is defined for any arbitrary, far-from-
equilibrium, situation.








































































In recent years, there has been quite a consider
amount of work in models in which glassy behavior is ge
erated not by quenched disorder, but by kinetic constrai
The kinetic restrictions are responsible for the slow rel
ation, since the state of a particle or a group of particles
only change if some condition of its environment is fulfille
In particular, ‘‘facilitated’’ models have been considere
both for structural glasses@1–5# and for granular system
@6#. The characteristic feature of facilitated models is tha
particle~spin! can only change its state if a certain number
its neighbors is in an excited state. Also, hierarchically c
strained models have been used to study stretched expo
tial relaxation in glasses@7#. In these models, the system
structured in levels and a particle in a given level can o
make a transition if a given cluster of particles in the low
level is in a certain subset of configurations. Then, the
namics of the several levels are coupled, and the chara
istic relaxation times increase with the level index. Hier
chically constrained dynamics may be relevant for tho
complex systems in which the time evolution of the slow
modes is controlled by the relaxation of the fastest ones. T
qualitative picture is adequate to describe, among other p
lems, proteins relaxation@8# and the densification of powder
and structural glasses at high pressure@9,10#. Very recently,
a kind of hierarchically constrained dynamics has be
shown to exhibit, in quite a natural way, logarithmic rela
ation @11#. This kind of ‘‘anomalous,’’ highly nonexponen
tial, decay is observed in a wide variety of complex syste
including spin glasses @12,13#, granular materials
@9,10,14,15#, structural glasses@16–18#, and protein models
@8,19#.
The aim of this work is to study the dynamical behav
of a general class of hierarchically constrained models w
submitted to more complicated processes. In particular,
are interested in the behavior of a system with hierarch
constraints when the temperature changes in time, wh
makes the coupling between the levels time dependent.
consideration of time-dependent temperature processe




























Palmeret al. @7#. This will be done in a very simple, bu
natural, way: the coupling between the levels varies in ti
because the probability of a cluster configuration allowi
relaxation of a particle in the next level depends on the te
perature. On the other hand, neither the number of parti
in a given level nor the length of the clusters ‘‘facilitating
the relaxation depends on the temperature. They are con
ered as quantities defined in the coarse-grained descriptio
the system introduced to model the physical problem
hand.
Let us note that hierarchical models can also be applie
the analysis of nonthermal systems, such as granular ma
als in the dense regime. For those materials, thermal en
is not enough to make the system explore the phase spa
configurations. Then, the system must be externally exc
— for instance, vibrating it — in order to be able to evolv
In these situations, the role of temperature is played by
intensity of the external driving. If the stationary sta
reached by the system in the long-time limit can be descri
by Edward’s theory@20,21#, the compactivityX, which is
analogy of the temperature in thermal systems, will be
function of the intensity of the external force. Then, by e
ploiting the analogies of Edward’s theory, i.e., substituti
volume by energy and compactivity by temperature, it
possible to incorporate nonthermal systems in our formu
tion.
Processes in which the temperature is time dependen
physically relevant because they can be used to study s
characteristic dynamical aspects of glasses. For insta
when a supercooled liquid is cooled down to very low te
peratures, a laboratory glass transition is observed. A
matic change in the behavior of the system takes place, a
departs from the equilibrium curve, getting ‘‘frozen’’ in
far-from-equilibrium state. This transition appears as a c
sequence of the fast increase of the relaxation time with
creasing temperature. In order to characterize the coo
process, experimental physicists often use the residual v
of the relevant physical properties, i.e., the difference
tween their actual values over the cooling curve and




























































































A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505the very-low-temperature region@22,23#. If the system is re-
heated from the nonequilibrium state, it returns to equil
rium for high temperatures, but it follows a different curv
from the cooling one, giving rise to hysteresis effects. T
phenomenon is related to the ‘‘nonlinearity’’ of glassy rela
ation: the approach towards the equilibrium curve depe
on the configuration of the system, measured by the so-ca
fictive temperature@22–24#. Narayanaswami’s theory pro
vides a phenomenological explanation of this behavior@22–
25#. Interestingly, a similar behavior has been found in
brated granular materials when the tapping intensity is va
in a cyclic way@26#, although the hysteresis effects are mo
evident when the heating process begins in a loosely pac
state, referred as to the ‘‘irreversible’’ branch in the expe
ments.
We will start from a very general hierarchical spin mod
in which pseudospins are organized into levels, labeled b
indexn. The pseudospins are assumed to correspond to s
coarse-grained description of the system. They can take
two values, representing, for instance, two possible dens
of a certain small subvolume of the system. One pseudo
in level n11 can only flip between the two possible values
a cluster ofmn spins in leveln is in a given subset of con
figurations. This is the basic characteristic of hierarchica
constrained models as introduced in Ref.@7#, and it slows
down the relaxation in leveln11, as compared with that o
level n. Here we will consider the simple choice that all th
spins in the cluster must be in the up~excited! state. The
exact dynamical equation for the evolution of the pse
dospins involves very complicated moments of the proba
ity distribution. To get an exactly solvable model, a ‘‘mea
field’’ approximation will be introduced. Then, th
characteristic relaxation timetn of level n is seen to increase
both with the index labeln, due to the hierarchical constrain
and also with decreasing temperature, since the config
tions allowing the system to relax become less proba
when the temperature is lowered.
Some exact dynamical results for systems described
master equations with time-dependent transition rates
known. In particular, the existence of a ‘‘normal’’ solution
i.e., a solution of the master equation that is approached
all the others, has been proved on a very general basis@27#.
The main required conditions are the irreducibility of t
Markov process for long enough times and that the transi
rates be externally controlled, so that they do not depend
the probability distribution of the system. Moreover, it h
been established that the normal solution tends to the e
librium curve for very high temperatures in continuous he
ing processes@27#. The linear correction of the normal solu
tion with respect to the equilibrium curve has been compu
using Hilbert’s method@28#. It is not evident whether thes
results still hold when approximations are introduced in
dynamics of the system. In particular, in ‘‘mean-field’’-typ
approximations, the demonstrations in Refs.@27,28# are not
valid, since the transition rates become functionals of
probability distribution function. Nevertheless, we will sho
that all the above mentioned properties apply to our sim
fied model. This is a good test of the plausibility of th































results obtained here are more general than the derivation
Refs.@27,28#.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II t
hierarchical model is introduced, and the exact evolut
equation for the average spin is obtained. By introducin
mean-field approximation, this equation can be closed.
terwards, a specific, but quite general, choice for the fu
tions defining the model is made. This allows us to introdu
a continuous limit in which the relaxation of the system
constant temperature is solved in Sec. III. Time-depend
temperature processes are considered in Sec. IV, where
general solution for the evolution of the probability distrib
tion and the average energy are obtained. The general s
tion is similar to the expression proposed by Narayanasw
on a phenomenological basis@22,24,25#. Section IV is de-
voted to the analysis of Hilbert’s expansion, which is valid
the very-high-temperatures regime. Cooling processes
addressed in Sec. V where, for the sake of simplicity, a c
crete cooling law is studied, for which the residual propert
are analytically calculated. A qualitative analysis of t
glasslike transition is presented in Sec. V. It allows us to g
very good estimates of the residual properties and lead
the introduction of the concept of fictive temperature in
very natural way. The behavior of the system when it
reheated from low temperatures is considered in Sec. VI.
main role played by the normal solution for the understa
ing of the hysteresis effects shows up. Moreover, the anal
clearly indicates that the relevance of the normal solution
not restricted to near equilibrium situations. Finally, a d
cussion of the main points in this work is given in Sec. V
II. DYNAMICS OF HIERARCHICALLY CONSTRAINED
MODELS
In this section a general kind of spin model with hiera
chically constrained dynamics will be introduced. We w
focus on the evolution of the average value of the sp
which is supposed to be the relevant variable. For instan
in a thermal system it will be directly related to the me
energy. Then, let us consider a system whose degree
freedom can be classified into levels, labeled by an inden
50,1,2, . . . ,nmax. The degrees of freedom in leveln will be
represented byNn pseudospins,s i
(n)561, i 51,2, . . . ,Nn .















(n) is the occupation number of the ‘‘up’’~11!
state of the corresponding site. In order to write Eq.~2.1! we
have supposed that there is no interaction between the p
dospins, but there is an ‘‘external field’’h. For a thermal
system,H gives the energy of a given microstate of th
system, while for a nonthermal system, like a powder,
could be interpreted as the volume of a given, mechanic
stable, configuration of ‘‘grains’’@20,21#. Using the termi-
nology for thermal systems, the average value of the dim




















































is the probability that thei th spin of level be in the up state
N5(n50
nmaxNn is the total number of pseudospins, and the
gular brackets denote statistical ensemble average.
The system is considered to be in contact with a heat b
at temperatureT, so that the equilibrium average value of th






Here T* is a dimensionless temperature, andT* 52kBT/h,
kB being Boltzmann’s constant. For the sake of concisi
we will drop the asterisk in the following. The above avera
value of spin follows from the equilibrium probability for th






In the limit of infinite temperature or zero external field, bo
states of the pseudospins are equiprobable,pe51/2, and
^s&e50. From Eq. ~2.2!, it follows that the equilibrium
value of« is
«e5pe . ~2.6!
For granular materials, the role of the temperatureT is
played by the compactivity@20,21#, which is linked to the
intensity of the perturbation, allowing the system to explo
the configuration space.
The dynamics of the model is formulated by means o
master equation with single-spin-flip Glauber transition ra
@29#. Let us consider the flip of a given spins i
(n) . This tran-
sition connects a given configurations of the whole system
with the configurationRi
(n)s, where Ri
(n) is the operator
which rotates the spins i
(n) , keeping all the other spins th








(n)~s!F11s i(n)tanhS 1TD G . ~2.7!
The characteristic relaxation ratea i
(n) of the spins i
(n) de-


















(n21) ,11 , ~2.8!
where d i j is the Kronecker delta. This expression impli
that the spins i
(n) needs, in order to flip, that all the spin
belonging to a cluster of lengthmn21 starting at a given spin
ki of level n21 must be in the up~11! state. Besides, the
characteristic flip rate of the spin is the average of the ch
acteristic flip rates of the spins belonging to the cluster
termining its possibility of change. This restricting conditio
is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Note that the possibi
of a given spin in leveln to flip is restricted by the state of
set of clusters in all levelsn8,n, the number of clusters
involved in each level increasing asn8 decreases. The hier
archical constraint implies that the configuration with all t
spins in the down (21) state is completely absorbent; i.e
the system does not evolve in time from that configuratio
We are interested in the time evolution of the average s
s i





















(n21) ,11L , ~2.10!
where we have taken into account that (s i
(n))2511 for all i,
n. This equation is rather involved, since it couples the e
lution of ^s i
(n)& to moments of the probability distribution
containing an increasing number of spins of all the levelsn8
such that 0<n8,n. The levels 0<n8<n22 enter into the
equation through the ratesa j
(n21)(s). Then, we introduce a
this stage a sort of ‘‘mean-field’’ approximation for the tra
FIG. 1. The framed spin in leveln, s i
(n) , has a nonvanishing
probability of changing its state only if the framed cluster of sp
in level n21 are in the state shown in the figure, i.e. all of them





































A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505sition rates, which is closely related, in spirit, to the semi
work of Palmeret al. @7#. Within this coarsening dynamics
it is reasonable to expect that spins in leveln evolve over a
time scale quite larger than that characteristic of leveln21.
This means that spins in leveln21 change many times the
state before a transition in leveln takes place. Thus, we
replace the product of the Kronecker deltas in Eq.~2.8! by its
average value, i.e., by the probabilityP(n21)(ski
(n21)
511, . . . ,ski1mn2121
(n21) 511) that all mn21 spins of the








511, . . . ,ski1mn2121
(n21) 511!. ~2.11!
Moreover, we will restrict ourselves to situations where th
is spatial homogeneity within each of the levels, so that
dependence on the specific site considered in a given l
can be dropped, obtaining
a (n)~s!5a (n21)~s!P(n21)~s1
(n21)511, . . . ,smn21
(n21)5
11!. ~2.12!





( j )511, . . . ,sm j
( j )511!,
~2.13!
with a (0) being a constant that characterizes the relaxa
rate of the spins belonging to leveln50, whose dynamics is
not constrained. Asa (0) determines the basic time scal
which is arbitrary, we will takea (0)51 in the following. In
the mean-field approximation just introduced, the time e








( j )511, . . . ,sm j
( j )511!~^s (n)&
2^s&e!. ~2.14!
Now, a new approximation will be made. The probabil
P( j ) in Eq. ~2.14! will be substituted by its equilibrium value
This would be exact in linear response around equilibriu
but it will be taken here as an approximation leading to








m j~^s (n)&2^s&e!, ~2.15!
wherepe is the equilibrium probability of any spin being i
the up state, given by Eq.~2.5!. Again, on physical grounds
this is a sensible approximation due to the separation of











the hierarchically constrained dynamics, spins in leveln21
reach equilibrium over a time scale in which spins in leven
have not begun to evolve. However, as a consequence o
last approximation, the configuration with all the spins in t
down state is no longer absorbent.
From Eq.~2.15!, an equivalent equation can be written f
the evolution of the probabilityp(n) of the up state in leveln,





an being the characteristic relaxation rate of leveln,
an5pe
gn , gn5 (
j 50
n21
m j . ~2.17!
Equation ~2.16! implies that, due to the hierarchical con
straints, the spin relaxation slows down with increasing le
n, since an is a decreasing function ofn, becausepe,1.
Equation~2.16! is the main result in this section. In the fo
lowing, we will explore its implications, considering firs
processes at constant temperature in the next section,
cooling and heating processes in the remainder of the pa
III. RELAXATION AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE
For the case of constant temperatureT, and therefore con-




Then, each spin relaxes exponentially to equilibrium with t
rate characteristic of its level.
For the homogenous situations within each level we
considering, the dimensionless mean energy per spin@30#
defined in Eq.~2.2! simplifies to




(n)~ t !, ~3.2!
wherewn5Nn /N is the fraction of spins in leveln, verifying
(n50
nmaxwn51.
Putting Eq.~3.1! into Eq. ~3.2! yields






for the relaxation of the energy at constant temperature
order to proceed, we will consider the simple case in wh
the initial probability distributionp(n)(0) does not depend on
the index leveln. This will be the situation, for instance
when the initial state corresponds to equilibrium at a diff
ent temperatureT1DT. Thus, the relaxation function of th
physical property described by the Hamiltonian of the s



































GLASSLIKE DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041505This equation is a generalization of the result derived
Palmeret al. in their pioneering work in hierarchically con
strained dynamics@7#, which corresponds to the choicepe
51/2. This is formally equivalent to the particularization
Eq. ~3.4! for T→`. If other positive values of the tempera




sincepe is a decreasing function of the temperature. A m
advantage of the formulation of the hierarchical models
presented here, aside from its larger generality, is that it
lows analysis of processes in which the temperature o
thermal system~or the vibration intensity in a granular sys
tem! changes in time. This kind of processes will be a





dt f~ t !5 (
n50
nmax
wn tn , ~3.6!
providing a quantitative measure of the time it takes the s
tem to relax to equilibrium at temperatureT.
Let us consider that the fraction of spins in leveln, wn ,
and the number of ‘‘facilitating’’ spins in leveln, mn , de-
pend very smoothly on; i.e., they can be expressed as fun
tions of the form
wn5w~nh! mn5m~nh!, ~3.7!
where h!1. These seem to be sensible conditions wh
modeling a real system, in which the introduction of t
levels and the pseudospins is associated to some co
grained description. By defining
xn5nh, ~3.8!
which is a continuous variable in the limith→0, the sums
over n can be replaced by integrals. The relaxation rate
























wherexmax5nmaxh, and the normalization of the weightswn
has been used. Therefore, the relaxation functionf(t), given

































in the continuous limit.
In general, Eq.~3.11! is mathematically rather involved
since it depends both on the functionsm(x) andw(x). The
simplest possibility appears to bem(x) proportional tow(x),
i.e., mn proportional town or, equivalently, toNn . In other
words, the simplest kind of hierarchically constrained mo
els shows up when the number of ‘‘facilitating’’ spins at
level is an extensive function of the number of spins at
same level@11#. This condition is expressed as
m~x!5a w~x!, ~3.12!
with a being a constant, independent ofx. In this case, it is











measuring the fraction of spins belonging to levels up ton
5x/h. In terms ofu, the relaxation rates of Eq.~3.9! are
given by
a~u!5pe
g(u) , g~u!5au, ~3.14!

















with t(u)5a21(u). It is interesting to consider situation
for which pe
a!1, so that the minimum relaxation ratea(1)
is much smaller than the maximum onea(0)51 in our di-
mensionless time scale. In this case, the relaxation func






~g1 ln t !, ~3.17!
whereg stands for Euler’s constant,g.0.577. This kind of
linear logarithmic behavior is characteristic of a great vari
of complex systems, including spin glasses@12,13#, granular
materials@9,10,14,15#, structural glasses@16–18#, and pro-
tein models@8,19#. In the present context, the conditionpe
a























A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505mean relaxation time, given by Eq.~3.16!, is very large; i.e.,
the relaxation of the system becomes very slow.
It is worth noting that, in terms of theu variable, the
continuous limit is formally obtained by changing the fun
tions of the index leveln by the corresponding functions o








It follows that, in the continuous limit, the dynamical beha
ior of the system does not depend explicitly on the le
populationsNn , but only on the relaxation ratesa expressed
as functions ofu, as given by Eq.~3.14!.
IV. TIME-DEPENDENT TEMPERATURE PROCESSES
In this section processes in which the temperature chan




(n)~ t !2pe~T!#, ~4.1!
whereT5T(t). The general solution of Eq.~4.1! is










Here T05T(t0) is the initial value of the temperature,T
5T(t), T85T(t8), T95T(t9), and we have introduced th
function
xn~ t1 ,t2!5expS 2E
t2
t1
dt an~ t ! D . ~4.3!
The above equation is valid for any law of variation for t
temperature. Taking into account Eq.~3.2!, the average en
ergy per spin,«, is given by@30#

















where«e is the average equilibrium energy, defined in E
~2.6!.
Let us assume that the system is initially at equilibriu
with T5T0. Then the first term on the right-hand side~RHS!

















is a memory function. In the case of constant temperat
M (t,t8) is equal to the relaxation functionf(t2t8), as seen
by comparing Eq.~4.6! with Eq. ~3.4!. The structure of Eq.
~4.5! is the same as that of Narayanaswami’s phenome
logical theory of glasses@22–25#. A similar result was ob-
tained some years ago for the one-dimensional Ising mo
with Glauber dynamics@31#.
High-temperature limit: Hilbert’s method
We are going to look for a solution of Eq.~4.1! by means
of Hilbert’s method. A special solution
pH




(n),k~ t ! ~4.7!
is constructed in an iterative way as follows. We take
pH








Equation ~4.8! shows that Hilbert’s expansion agrees wi
the equilibrium distribution to the lowest order. Besides,








This equation indicates the main limitation of Hilbert
method. Due to the divergence of the relaxation timestn
5an
21 in the low-temperature limit@see Eq.~2.17!#, also
p(n),1 diverges in that limit. As a consequence, Hilbert’s s
lution is only accurate in the high-temperature regime,
which an expansion around equilibrium provides a good

















Taking into account the definition of the average relaxat






















































GLASSLIKE DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041505which agrees with the high-temperature behavior of E
~4.5!. In Eqs.~4.11! and~4.13!, pH
(n) and«H depend on time
only through the temperatureT(t). Thus, Hilbert’s method
provides a ‘‘normal’’ solution, in the sense often used
kinetic theory. The validity of a expression identical to E
~4.13!, also in the high-temperature limit, has been est
lished for a quite general class of systems whose dynami
described by a master equation@28#. Although we have made
here several drastic approximations in order to get a clo
equation for the average spin, the high-temperature limi
the solution, given by Hilbert’s method, remains formally t
same as that of the exact solution of the original mod
Certainly, this is a good property of those approximation
What is the physical meaning of the failure of Hilbert
expansion for low temperatures? Due to the divergence
the characteristic relaxation times, the system does not h
enough time to relax to the equilibrium curve at very lo
temperatures, and it gets ‘‘frozen’’ in a far-from-equilibriu
state. Since Hilbert’s method is an expansion around equ
rium, it fails in the low-temperature region. In fact, the RH
of Eq. ~4.11! becomes negative for low enough temperatur
On the other hand, Hilbert’s expansion is useful to estim
the values of the physical properties in the ‘‘frozen’’ sta
@28#. Also, Hilbert’s method provides a qualitative unde
standing of the hysteresis effects appearing in thermal cy
~cooling and reheating!. In cooling processes (dT/dt,0), it
is «H>«e , while in heating processes (dT/dt.0), it is «H
>«e . Then, «H lies to opposite sides of the equilibrium
curve for cooling and heating processes, and hysteresis
fects show up in thermal cycling experiments, as will
discussed in more detail in Sec. VI.
V. COOLING PROCESSES
Next, we are going to study the continuous cooling of t
system down to very low temperatures. The origin of time
taken at the beginning of the cooling process. The ini
condition will be the equilibrium configuration at a ‘‘high’
temperatureT0, i.e.,
p(n)~0!5pe~T0!. ~5.1!
Then, the first correction in Hilbert’s expansion,p(n),1(t), is
very small as compared withpe(T0) for T→T0. Particular-










Sincepe(T) is an increasing function of the temperature, f
continuous cooling processes it is
p(n)~ t !>pe~T! for all t andn. ~5.3!
The possible deviations from the equilibrium distribution
ways lead to an increase of the probability of the spin be
































where we have used Eq.~3.2!. This inequality has been ex
perimentally observed in glass-forming liquids@22,23#.
Since the reported experiments were made at constant p
sure, the quantity« considered here must be interpreted
the enthalpy in that context.
In order to proceed further in our analysis, the continuo
limit introduced in the study of the relaxation at consta
temperature in Sec. III will be considered. As already me
tioned, this continuous limit is expected to be closer to
description of real systems than the discrete level pictu
Besides, for the sake of concreteness, we will restrict o
selves to those models verifying Eq.~3.12!. The index level
n is substituted by the continuous variableu, defined in Eq.
~3.13!, representing the fraction of the total number of sp















dt9 a~T9;u! D , ~5.6!
with a(T;u) given by Eq.~3.14!, i.e.,
a~T;u!5pe~T!
au. ~5.7!














The time evolution of the probabilityp(t;u) depends on
the explicit form of the cooling law. In experiments, line
cooling is usually employed,
dT
dt
52r c , ~5.9!
where r c.0 is the cooling rate determining the time sca
r c
21 over which the temperature changes. Linear cooling
plies thatpe(T) depends on time in a rather involved wa






r c pe~12pe!S ln pe12peD
2
. ~5.10!
We are interested in cooling processes for which the te
perature changes slowly in time,r c!1, so that the system
departs from the equilibrium curve for very low temper
tures, wherepe!1. Then, a law equivalent to linear cooling




















A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505dpe
dt
52r c pe , ~5.11!
having the advantage that analytical calculations are m
more simple with Eq.~5.12! @31–33#. In the following, we
will use the notation
pe~T!5pe , pe~T8!5pe8 , pe~T0!5pe0 . ~5.12!
The time integrals in Eq.~5.5! can be transformed into inte





dpe8expS 2 pe8au2peaur cau D . ~5.13!
The second term in this expression is dominant in the lo
temperature region, wherepe is very small. Therefore, it fol-
lows that spins in any levelu fall in a nonequilibrium state
for low enough temperatures. The details of this glass
transition will be analyzed below, in a separate subsectio
One of the main quantities characterizing a given cool
process is the residual valuef res of a relevant propertyf. The
residual value measures the excess with respect to the
librium curve, extrapolated to very low temperatures,
f res5 lim
T→0
~ f 2 f e!. ~5.14!





dpe8expS 2 pe8aur cauD , ~5.15!













au/(r cau). The slow cooling limit is defined by
the residual properties being independent of the initial c
ditions and determined univocally by the cooling rate@31–
34#. In our case, slow cooling means that the upper integ
























This expression gives the probability that the spins in leveu
be in the up state at very low temperatures. In Fig. 2,
residual probabilitypres(u51) is plotted as a function of the
cooling rater c , for a51. The asymptotic result, given b
Eq. ~5.19!, is compared with the numerical integration of E
~5.16! with pe051/2; i.e., the system is taken initially a
infinite temperature. The agreement is quite good up tor c
.0.1, which is not very small.
The evolution of the average energy, for the cooling la











dpe8expS 2 pe8au2peaur cau D .
~5.20!
The residual energy can be easily computed by particula





The integrandpres(u), given by Eq.~5.19!, vanishes expo-
nentially in the limitu→0. A standard Laplace analysis ca
be made, with the result









FIG. 2. Residual probability for the slowest modespres(u51) as
a function of the dimensionless cooling rater c defined in the main
text. The circles correspond to the numerical integration of
~5.16!, while the solid line is the prediction of the asymptotic ca


































GLASSLIKE DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041505which comes from the upper limit of integration,u51, cor-
responding to the largest relaxation time. The integral o
the whole distribution functionpres(u) gives a logarithmic
correction u ln(rca)u21, which makes the residual energ
smaller than the dominant term (r ca)
1/a. This is due to the
increasing behavior ofpres(u) with u, pres(u)<pres(u51).
In Fig. 3 the residual value of the energy is plotted. T
asymptotic expression, Eq.~5.22!, is compared with the nu
merical results from Eqs.~5.21! and~5.16!. Good agreemen
is found up tor c50.01. It is worth noting that, for the cool
ing law considered, the logarithmic correction to the pote
tial in r c behavior is not present for other simple models
structural glasses previously studied@31–35#.
Demarcation mode, fictive temperature, and glass transition
The existence of nonvanishing residual properties is
indication of the departure of the system from equilibrium
low temperatures. Due to the divergence of the character
relaxation timestn , for low enough temperatures the syste
does not have enough time to relax towards equilibrium,
a kinetic phenomenon resembling the laboratory glass t
sition @22–24# shows up. Next, we will try to understand th
physical origin of this kinetic transition.
Let us consider again the time evolution of the probabi
distribution p(t;u) in a cooling process, as given by Eq





is a measure of the average number of transitions occur
in level u in the time interval betweent8 and t. Conse-
quently, a mathematical definition for the limit of slow coo
ing is that the condition
I ~ t* ,0;u!@1 ~5.25!
FIG. 3. Dimensionless residual energy« res as a function of the
cooling rater c . As in Fig. 2, the circles are from the numeric
integration of Eq.~5.16! and the solid line is the prediction of th










hold for all u, wheret* is the time for which the temperatur
vanishes if extrapolated accordingly to the prescribed co
ing law, i.e.,T(t* )50. Equation~5.25! guarantees that the
system experiments a large number of transitions before
ting eventually frozen, so that it has enough time to forg
the details of the initial condition. For the cooling law d
fined in Eq. ~5.11! it is easily verified that Eq.~5.25! is
equivalent to Eq.~5.17!.
If we are dealing with a slow cooling process, Eq.~5 25!
implies that there is a time window over which
I ~ t,0;u!@1 . ~5.26!
This is the time regime we are interested in. Let us anal
the behavior ofx(t,t8;u) as a function oft8, t0<t8<t, for a
given time t such that Eq.~5.26! holds. The function
I (t,t8;u) changes from a very large value to zero whent8
goes from 0 tot. Consequently,x(t,t8;u) increases from
practically zero to unity whent8 moves in the above time
interval. Let us define a timet f(t;u), prior to t, by
I ~ t,t f ;u!51, ~5.27!
so that the average number of transitions taking place
level u in the time interval betweent f and t equals unity.
Then, x(t,t f ;u)5e
21, and the functionx(t,t8;u) changes
from zero to unity in a certain time interval aroundt f . In
order to proceed, we will assume that this change takes p
in the vicinity of t f very rapidly, as compared with the varia
tion of the rest of the integrand of Eq.~5.5!. Decomposing







































where Tf(t;u) is the temperature of the system at tim
t f(t;u), i.e.,
Tf~ t;u!5T@ t f~ t;u!#. ~5.30!
Note thatTf(t;u).T, since the time instantt f(t;u),t. Sub-
stitution of Eq.~5.29! into Eq. ~5.28! and use of the above
approximations yields
p~ t;u!5pe@Tf~ t;u!#. ~5.31!
The arguments leading from Eq.~5.5! to Eq. ~5.31! are for-
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whereQ(x) is Heaviside’s step function. The result in E
~5.31! has a neat physical interpretation: the probability d
tribution of spins in levelu at time t is given by the equilib-
rium distribution corresponding to the temperature of
system at a prior timet f(t;u), defined in Eq.~5.27!. The
temperatureTf(t;u) is, therefore, the ‘‘fictive’’ temperature
of level u for the cooling program under consideration, in t
sense used in the phenomenological theories of gl
forming liquids @22–24#. In the present context, each lev
has its own fictive temperature, so that there is not a uni
equilibrium distribution describing the whole state of t
system at a given temperature. As a consequence, the be
ior of different macroscopic properties of the system may
quite different, depending on the modes which dominate
the evaluation of each property.
The definition of the fictive temperature, Eq.~5.30!, can
be written as
I ~ t* ,t f ;u!5I ~ t* ,t;u!1I ~ t,t f ;u!5I ~ t* ,t;u!11.
~5.33!
In the ‘‘high-temperature’’ regime, where the number
transitions between temperatureT andT50 in levelu is very
large, we can neglect unity on the RHS of Eq.~5.33! and we
get Tf(t;u).T; the modes in levelu remain in equilibrium.
On the other hand, in the ‘‘low-temperature’’ limit,I (t* ,t;u)
becomes very small andTf(t;u) tends to a limiting value,
Tf* ~u!5 lim
t→t*
Tf~ t;u!5T@ t f* ~u!#, ~5.34!
wheret f* (u) is the time for which




The low-temperature region for levelu corresponds to tem
peratures such that the average number of transitions rem
ing to spins in levelu before formally reachingT50 is
smaller than unity. Since the ratea(T;u) decreases as
function of u @see Eq.~3.14!#, Tf* (u) is an increasing func-
tion of u; i.e., the fictive temperatureTf* (u) is larger the
slower the modes. Then, the following picture of the kine
glasslike transition appears. The relaxation modes assoc
with level u are in equilibrium forT*Tf* (u), getting frozen
in their equilibrium distribution corresponding to the fictiv
temperatureTf* (u) for T&Tf* (u). A similar idea was first
used in the context of the structural glass transition by D
@36#, who characterized the transition by means of the c
cept of demarcation mode. For a given value of the temp
ture T, the modes in levels withTf* (u).T will be frozen,
while those withTf* (u),T will still be able to relax. The
demarcation mode at temperatureT, ud(T), is defined by
Tf* (ud)5T. The modes withu.ud(T) are frozen at this
temperature, and modes withu,ud(T) can still evolve. The
glass transition can be understood as the movement of
demarcation mode fromu51, corresponding to the larges













peratureTg at which the glass transition begins for a give
cooling program is that for which the slowest modes free
i.e., Tg5Tf* (u51).
The physical image developed in the above paragraph
lows us to estimate the residual values in quite a simple w
For a given cooling law, first we calculate the limit value
the fictive temperatureTf* (u). Then, the residual probability
distribution is given by
pres~u!.pe@Tf* ~u!#, ~5.36!







du pe@Tf* ~u!#. ~5.37!
As a test, we have considered the cooling process of
hierarchical model studied in this paper with the law giv











for which the slowest modes become frozen. In Fig. 4
plot the evolution of the probability, as given by Eq.~5 13!,
of the slowest levelu51, for a51 andr c510
24. For these
parameters, it isTg5Tf* (u51).0.217, which is seen to be
a good value for the fictive temperature. It is worth noti
that the simple arguments used in this section lead to
estimate of the residual population
FIG. 4. Probability for the slowest level,p(u51), as a function
of the dimensionless temperature in a process with the cooling
of Eq. ~5.11! and a cooling rater c510
24 ~squares!. The glass tran-
sition temperatureTg , as given by Eq.~5.39!, is indicated. It gives
a good estimate of the actual fictive temperature for this level. T
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1/au, ~5.40!
which gives the same dependence ofpres on r c as Eq.~5.19!,
except for a factor of the order of unity.
In Fig. 5 the dimensionless average energy«, Eq. ~5.20!,
is shown, for the same parameters as in Fig. 4. The predi
glass transition temperatureTg.0.217 is also indicated. I
provides a good estimate for the beginning of the depar
from the equilibrium curve. The residual value of the ener










Comparison of Eqs.~5.41! and Eq.~5.22! also indicates a
good agreement, the difference being again a factor of
order of unity. We can introduce a global fictive temperatu
T̄f* for the energy, as the temperature for which the equi
rium energy is the same as the energy of the system in
cooling process, when extrapolated toT50, i.e.,
« res5«e~ T̄f* !, ~5.42!
This global fictive temperatureT̄f* is related to the fictive




du pe@Tf* ~u!#. ~5.43!
The global fictive temperature is then a kind of average
the fictive temperaturesTf* (u), but the probability distribu-
tion of the frozen state is not the equilibrium distribution
FIG. 5. Average dimensionless energy as a function of the
mensionless temperatureT in a cooling process~squares!. The cool-
ing law and the cooling rate are the same as in Fig. 4. The do
line is the equilibrium energy, Eq.~2.6!. The predicted value for the
glass transition temperatureTg.0.217 is indicated. Also, the globa
fictive temperatureT̄f* , calculated from Eq.~5.41!, is shown. It
gives quite a good estimate of the temperature for which the e









the temperatureT̄f* . Each level freezes at its correspondin
fictive temperatureTf* (u), and the probability of the frozen
statepres(u) is approximately given by Eq.~5.40!. For the
values of the parameters considered in Fig. 5, Eq.~5.41!
leads toT̄f* .0.175, which is also a good approximation f
the value of the temperature at which Eq.~5 42! holds. Fi-
nally, let us stress that similar results for the fictive tempe
tures can be derived by means of the qualitative reason
developed in Ref.@28# and based on Hilbert’s expansion.
VI. HEATING PROCESSES
This section will be devoted to the study of heating pr
cesses after the system has been previously cooled dow
very low temperatures. Then, the system is not initially
equilibrium, but the initial probability distributionp(t0 ;u)
corresponds to the final state reached in the cooling proc
It is convenient to introduce a timeth,t0 such thatT(th)
50 if the heating law is extrapolated to times shorter thant0.
From Eq.~4.2! it follows that










wherex(t1 ,t2 ;u) was defined in Eq.~5.6!, andT05T(t0) is
the initial temperature of the heating process. The first te
on the RHS of Eq.~6.1! represents the decay of the initia
nonequilibrium condition. ForT(t) in the high-temperature
region it is x(t,t0 ;u)!1, and this contribution can be ne
glected. This implies thatp(t;u) reaches a behavior which i
independent of the initial condition or, equivalently, indepe
dent of the previous cooling program. Moreover, the low
limit t0 in the integral can be replaced byth , with a relative












Any arbitrary p(t;u) approachespN(T;u) for long enough
times, corresponding to high temperatures. The existenc
the normal solution for heating processes is not restricte
the hierarchical models considered in this paper, but it
been established for a quite general class of systems, w
dynamics is described in terms of a master equation@27#. In
this context, the existence of the normal solution in our si
plified, mean-field description of the hierarchical mode
provides a consistency test of the approximations we h
introduced starting from the master equation formulatio
However, it cannot be assured that the special choice of
initial conditions leading to the normal solution in our mea
field-type approximation remains the same for a more ex
analysis.
In the limit of high temperatures,pN(T;u) must be








































A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505lyzed in Sec. IV. In fact, sincepH(T;u) does not refer to any
particular initial condition, it is to be expected that the no
mal solution coincides with Hilbert’s expansion in their com
mon range of validity. However, the normal solution is n
restricted to near-equilibrium situations, and the system
approach the normal curve in a temperature range for wh
Hilbert’s solution is not accurate. This point will be clear
illustrated below.
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider that the sy
tem is submitted to a cooling process given by Eq.~5.11!,
followed by a heating process of the form
dpe
dt
5r h pe , ~6.3!
wherer h.0 is the heating rate. Using this heating law, w
can express Eq.~6.1! in the simpler way:




dpe8expS 2 peau2pe8aur hau D . ~6.4!





dpe8expS 2 peau2pe8aur hau D . ~6.5!





and, in this limit, Eq.~6.5! reduces to
pN~T;u!.pe2r hpe
12au , ~6.7!
which agrees with Hilbert’s solution. Eq.~4.11!, particular-
ized for the heating law~6.3!.
Figure 6 shows the evolution ofp(t;u51), as given by
Eq. ~6.4!, in a heating process witha51 andr h510
24. Two
different initial conditions have been considered, correspo
ing to slow previous coolings of the system withr c510
24
andr c510
26, respectively. In the figure, it is seen that bo
heating curves approach the normal solution, reaching it
region where the normal curve represents a clear nonequ
rium state. Hilbert’s expansion approximation, Eq.~6 7!, is
also plotted. It provides a good description for the line
correction around equilibrium of the normal curve, but fa
for low enough temperatures. In fact, for the values of
parameters considered, Eq.~6.7! becomes negative forT
,0.217. Therefore, in general, Hilbert’s solution cannot
used to estimate the normal curve over the whole rang
which the system is well described by the normal soluti
which depends on the details of the previous cooling proc
In the figure, for the smallest cooling rater c510
26, the sys-














Hilbert’s expansion is not valid. This illustrates how the no
mal solution is relevant for far-from-equilibrium states,
which a linear theory in the deviations from equilibrium
not accurate.
In the experiments, either with supercooled liquids
with granular materials, the distribution function cannot
directly measured, but instead the average values of the
evant physical properties. In our model, we can consider
dimensionless energy«(t) @30#, which is calculated by inte-
grating p(t;u) over u. For the specific heating law we ar











dpe8 expS 2 peau2pe8aur hau D . ~6.8!
There is also a normal curve for the energy«(T), which can
be obtained by integration of the normal probability distrib







dpe8 expS 2 peau2pe8aur hau D .
~6.9!
For long enough times, independently of the initial probab
ity distribution p0(u), «(t) will approach«N(T), as a con-
sequence of the tendency ofp(t;u) towardspN(T;u). The
time regime in which«(t) practically agrees with«N(T)
corresponds to the condition given by Eq.~6 6! being veri-
fied for all u, i.e., when it is fulfilled by the slowest modes
u51. Therefore, the approach to the normal curve is c
FIG. 6. Evolution ofp(u51) in a heating process. The dotte
line is the equilibrium curve. The heating law is Eq.~6 3!, with a
heating rater h510
24. The normal curve has been evaluated bo
by using Eq.~6.5! ~dashed line! and Hilbert’s expansion, Eq.~6.7!
~solid line!. Two different initial conditions for the heating proces
have been considered, both corresponding to previous cool
down to very low temperatures but with different rates, namelyr c
51024 ~squares! and r c510
26 ~circles!. The cooling law was


































































GLASSLIKE DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041505trolled by the slowest levelu51. For very high tempera
tures, Hilbert’s result~4.13! holds and, particularizing for the






An important feature of the normal curve is that
«N~T!<«e~T!, ~6.11!
for all temperatures. This property, together with the inequ
ity, Eq. ~5.4!, for cooling processes, explains the hystere
effects exhibited by the model when submitted to a therm
cycle. These effects are similar to the experimentally
served behavior in glass-forming liquids@22# and other com-
plex systems, such as granular materials@26#. In Fig. 7 a
hysteresis cycle of the energy is shown forr c5r h510
24. In
the cooling process the energy is greater than the corresp
ing equilibrium value, while in the heating process the te
dency of the system to approach the normal curve, wh
verifies Eq.~6.11!, makes the system overtake the equil
rium curve. Only for very high temperatures, where Hilber
expansion is accurate, does the normal solution tend to
equilibrium one from below. Comparison of Figs. 6 and
shows that the separation of the normal solution for the
ergy from the equilibrium curve is smaller than that of t
slowest level probabilityp(u51). This is due to the contri-
bution of the other modes, which reach their equilibriu
values for lower temperatures.
In our opinion, the explanation of the hysteretic behav
observed in real systems must be similar to the above
FIG. 7. Hysteresis of the dimensionless energy« in a thermal
cycle. As in the previous figures, the cooling law is Eq.~5.11! and
the heating law is Eq.~6.3!. The cooling and heating rates are th
same,r c5r h510
24. The dotted line is the equilibrium energy, an
the dashed line is the normal curve for the heating process.
arrows over the solid lines indicate the variation of the tempera
in each process. In the heating process, the system approach












cussion. This idea is supported by the fact that in other m
els based on a master equation formalism, analogous re
have been found@28,31,35#. Also, Hilbert’s expansion, al-
though of limited validity, leads to the conclusion that coo
ing and heating curves are at opposite sides of the equ
rium curve.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have analyzed a simple spin model w
hierarchically constrained dynamics. The spins are classi
into levels, and a spin in leveln11 is able to relax only if a
certain number of spins in leveln are in the up~excited!
state. Starting from a master equation formulation of the
namics, a mean-field approximation was introduced. The
sult is a generalization of the model of Palmeret al. @7#, with
a closed equation for the evolution of the probability of fin
ing a given spin in the up state. Each level has a charac
istic relaxation rate, which is a function of the temperature
the system. Two sets of parameters characterize the mo
the number of spins in leveln, Nn , and the numbermn of
spins in leveln involved in the facilitation of the relaxation
of a spin in leveln11. We have chosen the simplest pos
bility, namely, thatmn andNn are proportional to each othe
which leads to a relaxation behavior that is independen
the level populationsNn . In relaxation processes at consta
temperature, the system displays linear logarithmic de
@11#. This is a characteristic feature of the behavior of a w
variety of complex systems, including structural glasses, s
glasses, protein models, and powders.
A key point in our approach to the problem of hierarch
cally constrained dynamics is the introduction of the ‘‘mea
field’’ approximation, which allows us to reduce the initia
rather involved, problem to a solvable one. This approxim
tion is based on the physical idea that hierarchical constra
render the characteristic time scales of the different lev
clearly separated. This is indeed the case in the lo
temperature region, since the ration /tn21 of the character-
istic times of levelsn and n21, as given by Eq.~3.5!, di-
verges forT→0.
The model has also been used to study processes in w
the temperature changes in time in an arbitrary way. T
general solution for the time-dependent distribution funct
can be explicitly written, and the average energy has a fo
resembling that of Narayanaswami’s phenomenolog
theory of glass-forming liquids@25#. By means of Hilbert’s
expansion we have constructed an approximate solution
the probability distribution. This expression is valid in th
limit of very high temperatures and for situations where t
system is in the linear around equilibrium region. The beh
ior of Hilbert’s solution is formally identical to the one pre
viously found for a very general class of systems descri
by master equations@28#, despite the mean-field character
the simplified model considered here. Hilbert’s expans
predicts the existence of hysteresis effects when the sys
is first cooled down to low temperatures and, afterwar
reheated to high temperatures. This is because the ave
energy is at opposite sides of the equilibrium curve for co


















































A. PRADOS AND J. J. BREY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041505Another point we have addressed is the evolution of
system in continuous cooling processes. A phenome
similar to the laboratory glass transition shows up, and
system departs from equilibrium at low temperatures. T
magnitude of this separation can be measured by the va
of the residual properties, which have been analytically co
puted. A simple but physically appealing argument is p
sented, in order to understand the origin of this glassy beh
ior. Each level in the system becomes frozen at
equilibrium value corresponding to a temperature, called
fictive temperature of the level, such that the average num
of transitions per spin in that level until reachingT50, fol-
lowing the prescribed cooling program, equals unity. A sim
lar argument has been previously used in other mod
@28,31,35#. Here, an analytical derivation is presented. T
provides a theoretical basis for the concept of fictive te
perature and clarifies the accuracy of the results follow
from the qualitative argument. We have compared them w
the values of the residual properties obtained numerically
well as with those following from asymptotic analysis calc
lations.
Finally, heating processes have also been analyzed. M
specifically, we have considered heating processes follow
a continuous cooling of the system down to very low te
peratures. In the description of heating processes, the
called normal curve plays a fundamental role. The hyster
effects observed when the system is first cooled and a
wards reheated appear because of the trend of the syste































This is analogous to previous results found in models
structural glasses@31,35# and for granular systems@28#.
Thus, we think it would be worth investigating whether
similar curve does exist for real complex systems show
this kind of hysteretic behavior.
Although a particular simple model with hierarchical
constrained dynamics has been considered in this pa
most of the physical ideas developed seem very general.
validity of Hilbert’s expansion for high temperatures, th
natural appearance of the concept of fictive temperat
leading a physically appealing description of the laborat
glass transition, the existence of the normal solution, and
fundamental role in explaining the hysteresis effects are
sults that are not restricted to the present model. In f
similar results appear in a quite general class of syste
described by master equations@28,31,35#. Of course, the de-
tails of the dynamical behavior depend on the specific mo
we are dealing with. On the other hand, the general pict
developed here, where the heating and cooling experim
in glasses appear as purely kinetic and relatively simple
understand, might not be valid for real and much more co
plex systems.
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